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Abstract
The claim ‘Tibet has been part of China since antiquity’ is crucial for the PRC
to legitimize her annexation of Tibet in 1950. However, the vast amount of
China’s pre-1949 primary-source records consistently indicate that this claim
is false. This paper presents a very small sample of these records from the
Ming and the Qing dynasties to illustrate how they unequivocally contradict
PRC’s claim.

T

he People’s Republic of China (PRC) claims that ‘Tibet has been part of China
since

antiquity西藏自古以来就是中国的一部分.’

The

Central

Tibet

Administration (CTA), based in Dharamshala in India, refuses to accede to this claim,
and this refusal by the CTA is used by the PRC as:
1. A prima facie proof of CTA’s betrayal to her motherland (i.e., China), and
2. Justification for not negotiating with the CTA or the Dalai Lama.
Why must the PRC’s insist that ‘Tibet has been part of China since antiquity’?
China is a signatory to the 1918 League-of-Nations Covenants and the 1945 UnitedNations Charter; both documents prohibit future (i.e., post-1918) territorial
acquisitions via conquest. Moreover, the PRC incessantly paints a sorry picture of
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China being a victim of Japan and the western colonial powers and vehemently
condemns these powers for their 19th /20th-century conquests. Therefore, the PRC
cannot admit that her 1950 annexation of Tibet is a new conquest, but must
legitimize it as a ‘unification’ of an old territory. Many patriotic Chinese are unaware
of this, and often contradict the PRC by privately arguing thus: ‘throughout history

everybody conquers others, and we conquered Tibet fair and square in 1950.’
Initially, the PRC declared that the ‘part of China since antiquity’ (hereafter
‘POCSA’) claim means that Tibet became part of China since the Tang dynasty (~700
AD). She later realized that this claim is too untenable. The most widely recognized
‘current official PRC position’ is:
“Tibet was unified into the Yuan Chinese Empire around 1250 (before
the Yuan dynasty was formally established throughout China in 1279),
and has since continually remained as part of China” (see, e.g., PRC
White Paper, 1992).

Note, however, that there are other variations of ‘current official’ PRC
interpretations on how far back ‘since antiquity’ means.

Guiding Principles (GP) Used in this Paper for Judging Whether Tibet Was
Part of CHINA BEFORE 1950
Guiding Principle #1 (GP1): Recognising the Authoritativeness and Reliability
of China’s Standard/Official Documents, and Using Only Documents Approved by the
PRC
China is one of the few civilizations with a continual millennia-old tradition of
using the same language (i.e., ‘Han Chinese’ or 汉语) to keep voluminous ‘standard’
official records. Many of these records are ‘Imperially Commissioned’ (‘IC’). Examples
are:
1. ‘Veritable Records 实录 (Shi Lu).’ After the death of each emperor, his
successor convenes a panel of scholars/officials to compile a detailed
set of annals for the deceased emperor’s reign.
2. ‘Official Histories 正史 (Zheng Shi).’ After the demise of each dynasty,
the government of the succeeding dynasty convenes a panel of senior
scholars/officials to compile a comprehensive ‘History’ of the preceding

dynasty based on the Veritable Records and other archival material.
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The Official History for the Qing dynasty is the Qing History Draft 清史

稿（Qi Shi Gao)(hereafter QHD).
3. Similar to the ‘Veritable Records’ and ‘Official Histories,’ China has a
centuries-old

tradition

of

compiling

massive

‘Comprehensive

References 会典/会要’ (Hui Dian/Hui Yao) recording a wide range of
governmental topics.
4. Geographic Documents. Among them, the most important are the
Unification Records (一统志 Yi Tong Zhi), which are I.C. comprehensive
catalogues of contemporaneous territories.
Also, there are numerous history and historical geography books recognized
by Chinese historians as authoritative, as well as compendia of Imperial-Court
proceedings such as the Dong Hua Records 东华录/东华续录 (Dong Hua Lu and
Dong Hua Xu Lu) (containing submissions by senior officials, imperial edicts and
responses). Therefore, regarding the major issue of whether the huge region of Tibet
was part of China, not only is there no need to look at ‘newly discovered’ or ‘secret/
confidential’ documents, and any attempt to rely on restricted-access documents/
artifacts should be viewed with suspicion.
To give the maximum benefit of the doubt to the PRC’s position, this paper
uses only documents that satisfy the following conditions:
 Written by Chinese and published contemporaneously in China,
 An extant edition has been republished/reprinted by the PRC (implying

PRC’s approval).
Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of these documents are accessible
via the internet from databases developed/managed/sponsored by the PRC, two of
the most well-known databases are Basic Classics基本古籍 (Ji Ben Gu Ji) and Duxiu独

秀. Also, because Wikipedia is blocked in the PRC but her government offers Baidu百
度as an alternative to the populace, this paper refers to Baidu’s 2018 articles on noncontroversial mundane background material. Thus, this paper ignores all non-Chinese
documents and only considers how PRC-approved pre-1949 Chinese documents
depict China-Tibet relationships.
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Guiding Principle #2 (GP2): Using Proper Criteria for Judging the POCSA
Claim
Consider the following problem: we just met Mr. A, and wish to determine whether
Mr. A is an American national. A reasonable first step is to simply ask Mr. A. If he says
‘No, I am Canadian,’ this ‘self-declaration’ solves the problem in most cases. However,
if we have reasons to doubt Mr. A and want proofs, the easiest and most conclusive
way is for Mr. A to show his current Canadian passport. A Canadian birth certificate or
Naturalization Certificate are also somewhat credible but less conclusive. However, if
Mr. A uses a Canadian college diploma or a photograph he has with the Canadian
prime minister, then this not only is an unacceptable proof of Canadian nationality,
but is a strong indication that Mr. A is lying. One becomes more certain that Mr. A is a
con artist if he says something such as: ‘Canada has a special arrangement allowing
Asians to prove Canadian nationality with a college diploma.’ The above discourse
assumes that the documents are ‘authentic;’ i.e., although a passport is a valid proof/
criterion for citizenship, but if the passport is a forgery, it nullifies the proof. Thus, a
‘proof’ must satisfy two conditions: Validity (a passport is but a diploma is not a valid
criterion) and Authenticity (it should not be a forgery).
Although judging the POCSA claim is much more complicated, the same GP2 can
be used. First, we can see whether Chinese governments in the past dynasties have
claimed that Tibet was part of China (i.e., self-declaration). If we have reasons to
doubt the truthfulness of these claims, we then look at various common-sense proofs
(criteria), such as (not an exhaustive list):


Are there credible records of military conquest(s) of Tibet during that
dynasty?



Did China conduct census and prepare/acquire tax rolls in Tibet? Was
China able to collect taxes or exercise fiscal authority in Tibet?



Did China recognize Tibetans as Chinese subjects?



Was the official language(s) of the Chinese central government used in
Tibet’s local administration or taught in Tibet’s schools?



Were Tibetans allowed to take the Chinese National Civil Service
Examination? Were Tibetans appointed as officials in the Chinese
government?
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Were China’s currency/coinage/postage stamps used in Tibet?



Was China able to appoint/dismiss/summon officials in Tibet?



Did China impose her legal codes and court system in Tibet?



Was China able to draft soldiers in Tibet? Did Tibetans serve in Chinese
military forces? Was China able to command/control Tibet’s armies?

Satisfying or not satisfying any one of these ‘Part of China’ criteria (hereafter
called ‘POC criteria’) does not conclusively verify or refute the POCSA claim; however,
if none of these criteria is satisfied, it does mean that Tibet was not part of China.
Thus, in order to meaningfully evaluate the POCSA claim, we need to examine how
each of these POC criteria is satisfied in each of the four relevant Chinese dynasties/
era, i.e., Yuan (1279-1368), Ming (1368-1644), Qing (1644-1911) and ROC (1911-1949).
In this short paper, we will illustrate how some of these criteria for Ming and Qing
dynasties can be evaluated using authoritative pre-1949 Chinese documents.
The Meaning of ‘Tibet/TAR’ in this Paper: The PRC formally established the
‘Tibet Autonomous Region’ (hereafter ‘TAR’) in 1965. The regions historically
dominated by ethnic Tibetan residents cover an area considerably larger than today’s
TAR. Much (but not all) of these Tibetan regions were controlled by the Kashag
government based in Lhasa. This short paper will only examine whether the area
covered by today’s TAR has been part of ‘China’ before 1950.
The Meaning of ‘China’: To facilitate discussion, this paper conforms to PRC’s
usage and considers all dynasties that have ruled the territory commonly known as
China as Chinese dynasties -- including the Qing dynasty. The validity of this usage is
addressed at the end of the paper.

Overview of the Remainder of this Paper
The following three sections will examine whether the ‘self-declaration’
criterion is satisfied for the Ming and the Qing dynasties. The subsequent four
sections will examine whether the Qing Empire
a)

was able to conduct census in Tibet;

b)

recognized Tibetans as subjects of the Qing Empires; and

c)

was able to collect taxes or exercise fiscal authority in Tibet.
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The Imperially-Commissioned Great Ming Unification Record 敕修大明一统

志 (Chi Xiu Da Ming Yi Tong Zhi) Clearly Indicates that Tibet was not Part of
the Ming Empire
Authoritativeness of the Great Ming Unification Record (GMUR)

China has a long tradition of compiling official contemporaneous
comprehensive geographic catalogs. The Tang-dynasty Yuan He-Era Catalog of
Prefectures and Counties 元和郡县志 (Yuan He Jun Xian Zhi) is the oldest extant allChina geographical catalog, it was compiled around 813 AD by LI JiFu, who was then
prime minister. Subsequent dynasties followed this tradition. The stature of Mingdynasty’s official Great Ming Unification Record (hereafter GMUR) is reflected by the
following excerpt from Baidu:
Excerpt 1 (in this paper, text bracketed by ‘「」’ signifies a Chinese-language original)
「(GMUR is) Ming dynasty’s officially compiled comprehensive
geographic document. … Completed in Tian Shun Year-5 Month-4
(1461). … (Earlier,) during Hong Wu Year-3 (1370, reign of the first Ming
emperor), Great Ming Record was compiled following the traditional
rules of Great Yuan Unification Record. … In Tian Shun Year-2 (1458),
Emperor Ying Zong ordered (cabinet minister) Li Xian et al. to work on a
revision, which was completed in 1461. Emperor Ying Zong personally
wrote the Preface, and bestowed upon the book the title of Great Ming
Unification Record. The book was revised again during the Eras of Hong
Zhi and Wan Li (~1625).」
GMUR has 5500+ pages. The complete facsimile images of both major editions
(1461 and 1625) can be obtained from the internet free of charge.

The Imperial Preface, Board of Authors and Table of Contents of the
GMUR
Pages 1-6 of GMUR presents Emperor Ying Zong’s ‘Preface to the IC GMUR.’
Pages 7 to 22 presents the ‘Report of Submission of the GMUR (to the Emperor)’,
listing all members of the Board of Authors of this work, consisting of 57 Imperial
Academicians 翰林院士 (Han Lin Yuan Shi) and officials of various ministries of the

Ming central government; the Board was headed by LI Xian, the ‘Minister of
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Officialdom (Civil Service) and Imperial Academician 资政大夫吏部尚书兼翰林院学
士’. Given the preceding credentials, it is difficult to imagine any other document that
could be more authoritative in defining the realm of the Ming Empire.
Immediately following the above ‘Report’ is GMUR’s Table of Contents,
which spans over 29 pages and is summarized in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1: The Structure of the Great Ming Unification Record (GMUR)
Scroll # Name of the Scrolls and the Entities Covered by these Scrolls
1

National Capital Cities, ShunTian Prefecture

32

ShaanXi Province 陝西布政司： XiAn Prefecture I 西安府 上

37

ShaanXi Province contd. 續‘陝西布政司’

86

Yunnan Province 雲南布政司： various prefectures/counties etc.

87

Yunnan Province cont. 續‘雲南布政司 ’：… Burma Distr ict Office, 緬
甸軍民宣慰使司; BaBaiDaDian Distr ict Office 八百大甸軍民宣慰使
司; Laos Distr ict Office 老撾軍民宣慰使司…

88

Guizhou Province 貴州布政司
Foreign Aliens 外夷 (WaiYi)： Korea, Manchuria, Japan, Ryukyu, Xi-

89

Fan 西蕃 (Tibet), etc. (16 entities listed)
Foreign Aliens cont. 續‘外夷’： Vietnam, Siam, Java, Mecca, Medina,
etc. (41 entities listed)

90

Two points are notable in Table 1:
1. Out of the 90 Scrolls in the entire book, the first 88 Scrolls are devoted
to China’s territories. Within them, Scrolls 86-87 cover Yunnan
Province, and Scroll 87 records Burma, Ba Bai Da Dian (i.e., northern
Thailand) and Laos as part of Yunnan Province; i.e., they were
considered as ‘regular’ Ming-territories just like Beijing or Fujian
province, demonstrating the Ming-Empire’s very inclusive attitude in
declaring whether a certain region was ‘part of China.’
2.

However, Tibet is relegated to the ‘Foreign Aliens’ section (Scrolls 89 &

90) at the end of the book, together with such polities as Japan and the
Arabian Mecca and Medina.
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The ‘Great Ming Unification Map’ (hereafter ‘GMUM’) of the GMUR
In the GMUR, after its Table of Contents comes the ‘Preface to the Great Ming
Unification Maps’ (hereafter ‘GMUM Preface’) and the ‘Great Ming Unification
Map’ (GMUM). Emperor Ying Zong is again shown as the author of ‘GMUM Preface’,
from which the following is extracted:

Excerpt 2
「Since ancient times, emperors ruling the world prosper by unifying
it… We the Imperial Ming family, by heaven’s mandate, unified all
Chinese and aliens…. Lands in all directions, without exception, come
to our court to pay their respect. As for governing within our national
boundaries, there are the capital cities… the ‘Chinese world’ (天下) is
divided into 13 provinces布政司 (Bu Zheng Si), namely: Shanxi,
Shandong, Henan, Shaanxi, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Hu Guang, Sichuan,
Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, Yunnan, and Guizhou. … Also recorded
are the aliens from all directions to whom we confer official titles and
who submit to our subordination protocol.」
In Exc-2, Emperor Ying Zong expresses clearly the following position: Even
though the Ming Empire ‘unified all Chinese and aliens,’ China’s realm that is actually
governed by China consists of only the two capital cities and the 13 provinces
explicitly listed. The above is the typical writing style of classical Chinese official
documents, it maintains ‘face’ (an important Chinese concept of maintaining
respectability and a façade) but also records the actual facts. Exc-2 could not have
misled any contemporaneous reader with common sense to perceive that the Ming
Empire actually ‘unified’ and ruled Japan, Tibet, Java, Mecca, etc. Moreover, Exc-2
explicitly clarified that the many polities ‘from all directions to whom we confer
official titles’ are ‘aliens’ (note that one of PRC’s major POCSA arguments is that
China has conferred many honorific titles to the leaders of many Tibetan polities this is entirely consistent with their being outside the Ming empire).
In the GMUR, after the ‘Preface’ is the ‘Great Ming Unification Map’ (GMUM),
which is presented here as Map 1. In this map, the Ming government used labels of
‘framed white text on black background’ for places within China (e.g., Capital City,
Fujian Province, etc.). Foreign countries beyond the eastern national border such as
Japan and Korea are labeled with ‘unframed black text on white background.’ The
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labels ‘Tibet 西蕃’ (Xi Fan) and ‘Western Lands西域’ (Xi Yu) on GMUM beyond
China’s western border are also in ‘unframed black text on white background,’ just
like Japan. Incidentally, in old Chinese texts the term ‘Western Lands西域’ loosely
refers to a very wide range of ‘Lands on the West,’ including Persia or even the
Roman Empire.

National borders change from time to time. Map 1 reflects only Ming’s official

position on China’s realm around 1461. It was already noted in Exc-1 that the GMUR
was revised several times during the Ming dynasty. Map 2 shows the revised GMUM
in the 1625 edition of GMUR. This map again depicts Tibet as ‘foreign;’ i.e., labels for
places within China are framed, whereas labels for foreign places (such as Japan and
Tibet) are not framed. We intentionally use the web-source ‘Bavarian National
Library East Asian Collection’ (ostasien.digitale-sammlung.de) for this map to
underline the authenticity of these Chinese primary sources -- multiple copies of
these standard references are held in scattered locations, making it impossible to
fabricate or temper with these records.
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The Leading Scholarly Ming-Geography Reference Maps for the Vast Territories
广舆图 (Guang YuTu) Clearly Indicates that Tibet was not Part Of the Ming
Empire
Stature and Editions of Maps for the Vast Territories (MVT)
Baidu’s article for Maps for the Vast Territories (hereafter MVT) has more than 2500
words, part of which is extracted below:
「(MVT) is an atlas published in our country during Ming dynasty; it
enjoyed wide circulation and enormous influence. … Luo Hong Xian罗
洪先 (1504-1564), the author of this atlas, was ranked first in the
national superior-level civil-service examination (状元) in 1529, and was
appointed a court author. … After more than ten years of devotion, he
completed MVT around 1541. Because of its accuracy and wide
availability, MVT became the foundation reference for many
subsequent map-preparation projects in Ming dynasty and beyond. Mr.
LUO invented 24 types of cartographic symbols … provided tabulated
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explanations for each map, and greatly enriched China’s ancient
geographic studies.
MVT is an extremely valuable reference work, and a very precious Mingera historical atlas.」
Examples of universal acclamations from PRC’s academic literature on MVT include:
「LUO Hong Xian was not only an outstanding cartographer, but also a
generalist well versed in philosophy, literature and history…. The Italian
Jesuit Martino Martini was hailed by westerners as the ‘Father of
Chinese Geographic Science,’ but in fact Martini stated in the preface of
his atlas that he drew most of his material from LUO’s MVT. This shows
that it is impossible to overestimate MVT’s influence in shaping global
geographic perspective and in advancing international cartography」
(Ren 1991).

「MVT is an excellent work that extended tradition and opened up the
future of our nation’s geographic-cartographic science」(Liu 2002).
Editions of MVT
MVT has been reprinted many times over the centuries. Baidu and Ren (1991)
provide detailed information about MVT’s various publicly available editions. This
paper uses a 1997 PRC-published photocopy edition of a mid-16th century edition held
in the Beijing Library.
MVT consists of 2 scrolls (Scroll 1 and Scroll 2), each containing about 100 sheets. They
are discussed separately in the two following subsections.

Scroll 1 of MVT
The following statement appears on Sheet 2 of Scroll 1:
「The Realm of Great Ming: Eastward it starts from Korea, westward it
reaches Fort Jia Yu嘉峪, southward it reaches the ocean, and
northward it connects to the desert. … (It encompasses) the two capital
cities … and 13 provinces.」
That is, MVT starts out by stating that:
1. The western end of Ming Empire is around Fort Jia Yu (in today’s Gansu
Province); it is about the same longitude as the eastern boundary of
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today’s but about a thousand kilometers north of TAR’s northeastern
corner; i.e., Tibet is outside the Ming Empire.
2. Great Ming’s territory consists of ‘the two capital cities and 13
provinces;’ the wording indicates: ‘that is it; nothing else;’ i.e., Tibet is
not part of the Ming Empire.

The ‘Overall Map of Territories’ at the Beginning of the Book Excludes Tibet
Sheets 1-2 of MVT present the ‘Overall Map of Territories舆地总图’ (Yu Di
Zong Tu) (hereafter ‘OMT’), whose facsimile is reproduced here as Map 3. Map 4
repeats Map 3, but with English-translation labels added. MVT states in its Sheet 1
that each square on the map corresponds to roughly 50x50 Km.
1. In the ‘OMT’ of Map 4, space is reserved for such foreign countries as
Siam, Malacca, Vietnam, Japan and Korea -- which are duly labelled in
the map. The ‘OMT’ also depicts ‘Xing Xiu Lake,’ which is in today’s
Qinghai province, longitude 97°, roughly the same as the eastern
extremity of what is now the TAR. ‘XingXiu Lake’ was perceived as the
source of the Yellow River and hence an important landmark in Yuanand Ming-dynasty Chinese maps. In Figure 4 it is 2 ‘squares’ (hence ~100
Km) from the western limit of the map, while Lhasa is more than 500
Km west of Xing Xiu Lake; i.e., the correct position of most of today’s
TAR would be outside the western limit of the ‘OMT’ map. Also, around
that position there is no labeling suggesting anything related to Tibet.
That is, relative to Malacca and Japan, the ‘OMT’ shows that the part of
the world corresponding to TAR was so irrelevant to the Ming Empire
that it did not warrant even a space or a label.
2. The ‘OMT’ also shows a ‘Wu Si Zang乌思藏’, a Chinese term roughly
corresponding to ‘Ü-Tsang’, but it is located 2.5 ‘squares’ (i.e., ~125 Km)
east of XingXiu Lake, i.e., somewhere in today’s Sichuan and Gansu
provinces (but still outside Ming-Empire’s border, as confirmed in Map
5), and 100 Km from TAR’s eastern extremity. This shows that the Ming
scholars ‘knew about’ (or ‘heard of’) the existence of some Tibetan
regions west of China, but had no idea where they were (this point will
be revisited later).
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The Chapter ‘Yunnan Structure 云南建置’ in MVT
Scroll 1, Sheet 83-88 is devoted to ‘Yunnan Structure’, in which Sheet 87 shows the
following entries:
「Yunnan Provincial Government. District Offices Directly under the

Provincial Administration 直隶宣慰司 (ZhiLiXuanWeiSi): Burma, BaBai,
… Laos…」
That is:
1.

Consistent with GMUR, MVT categorizes Burma, BaBai (i.e., northern
Thailand) and Laos as parts of Yunnan province of the Ming Empire, just
like Beijing, Guangzhou or Shaanxi province.

2. No Tibetan region is similarly listed as any part of China.
Scroll 2 of MVT
The first half (Sheets 1-82) of MVT’s Scroll-2 covers topics (e.g., the Yellow
River, transportation, etc.) that are irrelevant to this paper. The second half (Sheets
82-106) of Scroll-2 is devoted to foreign countries. Table 2 outlines the structure of
this material, and the items listed in Rows #4, 6 and 7 of this Table are examined
below.
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TABLE 2: Contents of the Second Half of MVT’s Scroll-2
Row #

Sheet #

Content

1

82-85

Map & Description of Korea

2

85-87

Maps of Southeastern and Southwestern Foreigners

3

87-92

Map & Description Vietnam

4

92-93

Map of Western Lands 西域图 (Xi Yu Tu)

5

93-102

Map of Desert Region to the North, Map of Ryukyu, Map and Description
of Japan

6

102-103

Overall Map of China and Foreigners 华夷总图 (Hua Yi Zong Tu)

7

104-106

List of Foreigners

Map of Western Lands 西域图 (hereafter ‘MWL’), see Row 4 of Table 2.‘MWL’ is
shown here as Map 5, while Map 6 provides an enlarged view of the lower right
portion of ‘MWL.’ The two maps reveal the following:
1. The Ming Empire’s boundary line is clearly traceable. Consistent with all
other governmental and non-governmental Ming/Qing publications on
Ming geography, this map shows that, on Ming-Empire’s south, Burma
and Laos were within China’s southern border, while Vietnam and

Campapura were outside China’s southern border.
2. Similarly, labels for all Tibetan regions such as ‘Wu Si Zang’ and ‘TuFan/
TuBo Country土番国’ are clearly outside the Ming-Empire’s border, and
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roughly in today’s (i.e., PRC’s) Qinghai, Gansu and western Sichuan.
They are all located very much east of TAR. Thus, even if one chooses
to argue that those areas were inside the Ming Empire for whatever
reason, the real TAR area (which is much more westward) is still outside
the Ming Empire.

Overall Map of China and Foreigners 华夷总图, see Row 6 of Table 2.
This map is shown here as Map 7, which reveals the following:
1. Similar to Map 6, the Ming Empire’s boundary line is clearly traceable
in Figure 7. This border is further confirmed by the fact that all place
labels within the boundary line (such as ‘Guangdong Province’ and
‘Sichuan Province’) are framed, and all place labels outside the
boundary (such as ‘Korea’ and Texts A to D) are unframed.
2. ‘Text A’ (on the left side of Map 7) is clearly outside China’s border; it
reads:
「Xi Fan 西番are the barbaric Fans in the region south of Xi Ning to
west of Yunnan」.
Note: ‘Xi Fan’ is often (but not consistently) used in Yuan/Ming writings
to denote ethnic Tibetan tribes east of today’s TAR.
3. Following this map, TAR would be very much further west from the
‘Xi Fan’ acknowledged by the map; also, a large portion of a correctly
located TAR would be in the ocean south of China, another large
portion would be outside the western end of the map.

4. Texts B, C and D in Figure 7 read as follows:
Text B:「Western Lands 46 Tributary Countries, such as HaLie」;
Text C:「Western Ocean 49 Tributary Countries, such as Borneo」; and
Text D: 「South Sea Tributary Countries, such as Campapura」’
Texts B and C are placed very close to Xing Xiu Lake; a reasonable
interpretation is: the highly-respected author of MVT perceived that even Xing Xiu
Lake was very remote and not very relevant to China, hence many other similarly
irrelevant remote foreign countries can be lumped with it graphically.
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Listing of ‘Foreigners’ (Row 7 of Table 2)
MVT’s last 4 sheets (Sheets 103-106) present a tabular listing of 100-plus ‘foreign夷’
entities. Table 3 below provides a summary.
Table 3：Summary of MVT’s ‘List of Foreign Entities’
Row
#

Type and Sub-Type of ‘Foreigners夷’
Type

Sub-Type

Names of Individual ‘Foreign Entities’

1

Eastern Foreigners 东夷
(Dong Yi)

---

Korea, Japan

2

Southeastern Foreigners东南
夷(Dong Nan Yi)

---

Ryukyu

3

Southern Foreigners南夷(Nan
Yi)
Southwestern Foreigners西南
夷(Xi Nan Yi)

---

Vietnam, Java, Campapura, Malacca,
Zabadj, Siam, Khmer

---

46 entities; e.g., Borneo, Pahang, Ceylon (Sri Lanka)

4
5a

Western Foreigners西夷(Xi
Yi)

5b

6

Northwestern Foreigners西北
夷(Xi Bei Yi)
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XiFan (Tibetans)
西番

Western Lands西
域诸国
(XiYuZhuGuo)
---

Several dozen entries, including ‘2
Commander Offices都指挥使
司’, ‘3 District Office宣慰使
司’，’4 Senior Chieftains
(Myriarches)’, ‘17 Chieftains
(Chiliarches)’, etc.
16 entities; e.g., Nepal, Samarqand,
Bangladesh, Mecca, Medina.
45 entities, mainly in Mongolia and
central Asia
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The Table-3/Row-5a entry for ‘Western Foreigners: Xi Fan’ shows that MVT
explicitly notes the presentation of honorific titles to numerous entrenched Tibetan
rulers, but the corresponding Tibetan polities are not only explicitly labeled
‘Foreigners夷’, they are placed in the same group with other ‘Foreigners夷’ such as
Japan, Sri Lanka and Mecca.

A Summary of How Tibetan Regions Are Depicted in Ming-Era
Geographical References
Besides the two works presented above, there are dozens of other Ming-dynasty
governmental, scholastic and populistic geographic references that satisfy the
following conditions:
1. It has at least one extant authentic edition publicly accessible via the
internet, standard databases or the many university libraries in Hong
Kong;
2. It contains a section on China’s geography as well as a section on
foreign polities.
We have examined all of them, and in every one of them:
1. The China-geography section indicates that Tibet was not part of China;
2. The section on foreign polities indicates that Tibet was one or more foreign
polities.
We of course cannot prove that there exists no Ming-era geography reference
showing Tibet as part of the Ming Empire; however, if such a reference exists, the PRC
would have produced it a long time ago. Incidentally, similar to MVT, Tibetan regions

such as that Wu Si Zang, Tu Fan/Tu Bo and Xi Fan are incorrectly placed/labelled in
most other Ming-dynasty maps (although they are consistently placed outside China).
A meaningful discussion of this phenomenon is outside the scope of this paper.
The preceding 2 sections show that, under the ‘self-declaration’ criterion,
Tibet was not part of the Ming Empire. Actually, Ming-dynasty documents also
unequivocally show that none of the other ‘POC criteria’ listed earlier is satisfied.
However, since the preceding material already refutes clearly the POCSA claim for
the Ming dynasty, we will devote the remainder of this paper to Qing-dynasty
documents.
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THE IMPERIALLY-COMMISSIONED GREAT QING COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE
-YONGZHENG ERA 大清会典雍正 CLEARLY INDICATES THAT TIBET WAS NOT
PART OF THE QING EMPIRE BEFORE 1727
Similar to the ‘Official Histories’ and ‘Veritable Records,’ China’s rulers have a
centuries-old tradition of commissioning massive ‘Comprehensive References’ that
records a wide range of governmental topics. The Qing Empire compiled the
Imperially-Commissioned Great Qing Comprehensive Reference 大清会典 (Da Qing
Hui Dian) (hereafter GQCR) 5 times, among them are the GQCR-Yong Zheng (1732),
GQCR-Jia Qing (1812) and the GQCR-Guang Xu (1887).
The GQCR-Yong Zheng commissioned by Emperor Yong Zheng records material
up to 1727; it contains in its Scroll 131 (‘Ministry of Defense, Part 21’) the ‘Overall Map
of the (Empire’s) Realm 职方总图,’ (Zhi Fang ZongTu) whose facsimile is presented
here as Map 8 (obtained from pg. 2094-2095 in Book 6 of the GQCR for 5 Reigns
edition). Map 9 is an enlarged version of the map portion (i.e., upper left side) of Map
8, it labels not only Mongolia and Manchuria, but also Korea, the Ryukyu Islands and
Vietnam. Not only is a corresponding Tibet label missing, but the space west and
southwest of Xing Xiu Lake (i.e., the space that corresponds to TAR) is blank!
Considering the imperially-commissioned traditional stature accumulated over
dynasties by the Chinese ‘Comprehensive References’, it is difficult to imagine a more
authoritative, more public, and more explicit way for the Qing Empire to indicate
that: prior to 1727, not only was Tibet not part of China; in fact, the corresponding
empty space on the map was of little to no concern to the Qing Empire.
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Together with the preceding sections, the GQCR-YongZheng here indicates
that during the entire Ming dynasty and at least the initial one-third of the Qing
dynasty, the POCSA claim is irrelevant because it never occurred to China’s decision
makers that Tibet could possibly be part of China. Another point worth noting is that,
while this IC ‘Overall Map’ did not label Tibet, it labelled Korea, Vietnam and Ryukyu.
Moreover, by looking at the way the border lines are drawn, Korea and Vietnam

appear to be within China’s realm. This reflects a historical position recorded in
numerous Chinese official historical texts: Tibet was not considered a part of China,
while Korea and Vietnam were ‘since antiquity’ repeatedly annexed, governed and
taxed by the Han and non-Han rulers of the Han-China territories. Korea and Vietnam
became respectively Japanese and French possessions toward the end of the Qing
dynasty; and because that formal subjugation status excluded China’s claim, Korea
and Vietnam were able to become independent after WW2. In contrast, for the very
reason that Tibet never became a possession of any foreign power, China was able to
conquer her in 1950.
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Also, although Korea and Vietnam were once genuinely controlled by rulers
of China, it is well recognized that they were not part of the Qing Empire during the
Yong Zheng era, hence this ‘Overall Map’ is misleading. This once again exemplifies
the Qing Empire’s consistent behaviour towards numerous foreign nations: she often
used various formats and ploys to insinuate the Qing-Empire’s right to rule many

parts of the world. But even with this behavior, there was no attempt to insinuate
Qing’s rule over Tibet before 1727.
The preceding 3 sections show that, under the ‘self-declaration’ criterion, the
POCSA claim is not substantiated. The Qing Empire began to unilaterally publish
maps showing Tibet as part of China only after around 1780. Therefore, one only
needs to examine the other ‘POC criteria’ for Tibet after 1780.

The Qing Empire’s Regular Censuses of the Whole Empire Never Included
Tibet
One of the most fundamental indicators of sovereignty is the capability to
collect tax, and in order to collect tax efficiently, the government needs a tax roll -i.e., obtain population records of her ‘subjects.’ The next 3 sections will show that the
Qing Empire never had the capability to obtain official population records or to collect
taxes in Tibet; she also never considered Tibetans as subjects of the Qing Empire.
The Qing Empire regularly conducted empire-wide census; their results appear in
several official publications. For example, Scroll 19 (‘Census Research 1’) in the
ZHANG TY’s (1761,1787) Imperially-Approved Comprehensive Research of Imperial
Dynasty’s Records 欽定皇朝文獻通考 (QinDing HuangChao WenXian TongKao) gives
the population figures of every province/territory in the Empire for the following
years: AD 1679，1685，1724，1749，1757，1762，1767，1771，1776，1780，and
1783. E.g., the record for AD 1783 is:
「The total population of all the provinces is 284,033,785. Population in
Zhi Li 直隶 province is 22,263,369；in Feng Tian province is ...」 (Note:
‘Feng Tian’ is today’s Liaoning Province in Manchuria).
The same format is repeated for each of the remaining provinces, namely,
Jilin, Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Shandong, Henan,
Shanxi, Shaanxi, Gansu, Sichuan, Guangdong, Guangxi, Yunnan, and Guizhou. The

same format is also used for all other years. Banner Mongolian population is discussed
in the subsequent Scroll 20 (‘Census Research 2: Census of Eight Banners’). Neither
Scroll 19 nor Scroll 20 contains a single word about Tibet or any part of Tibet.
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The Qing Empire Officially Considered Tibet as ‘Non-Qing People’
Collectively, the 5 compilations of the GQCR contain census figure over a
large portion of Qing-dynasty’s entire 267-year span (i.e., 1644-1911). For example,
Scroll 17 (‘Ministry of Populations and Revenues 户部 (Hu Bu), Duties of the Ministers
5’) of the GQCR-GuangXu (pp. 162-163 in Volume 794 of the Sequel to the Four
Libraries edition) gives the following population data:
Excerpt 3
「Ministry of Populations and Revenues, Duties of the Ministers. …
Manage the residency registry of the entire empire. … Population
registries of the External Colonies 外藩 (WaiFan) of the ‘Jasaghs’ (or
‘Zhasakes’, see Note #6 below)) are managed by the Colonial Office
(LiFanYuan理藩院) ….”
‘Internal People’ (腹民) are counted by individual persons. … According
to the registries of the various provinces in Guang Xu Year 13 (1887), …
Feng Tian population 4,451,261, … Shandong population 36,694,255,…
‘Border (Fringe) People’ (邊民) are counted by households. Those Fan,
Hui, Li, Miao, Yao, Yi (ethnic minorities) that have long followed our
civilization are included in the rolls of ‘Chinese people. ’ … Tibet’s 39Tribes: 4889 households…, ‘Mink Tributary Tribe’ (in today’s Russia
Tuva Republic): 768 households …”」

TABLE 4: Census Figures of China’s ‘Actual’ Territories, as

Presented in Various Classical Chinese References
Core Chinese People Border (Fringe) Chinese
腹民 (Fu Min) (in # of People 邊民 (Bian Min)
persons)
(in # of households)
Book
Tibet Record

Publication
Year
~1750

Shandong
Province
---

Tibet 39- Mink Tributary
Tribes
Tribe 3
4889
---

GQCR-JiaQing

1812

28,958,764

4889

GQCR-GuangXu

1887

36,694,255

4889

Qing History Draft (QHD)

1920

1

31,136,944

4889

595
768
2

No data3

1 QHD Scroll 61，‘Geography 8’ p. 2046 (for XuanTong Year 3, 1911).
2 QHD Scroll 134，‘Military 5’, pp. 3978-3979.
3 The ‘Mink Tributary Tribe’ ceased to be a Qing-Empire territory
sometime around 1911.
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Explanatory Notes
1. The Qing Empire recognized two categories of ‘Chinese people’ 民:
‘Core People’ and ‘Border (Fringe) People.’
2. ‘Tibet 39-Tribes’ was a borderland region between TAR’s eastern fringe
and Sichuan province, it was consistently perceived by the Qing Empire
as external to the Tibet Kashag regime, and often recorded as a QingEmpire territory. Its population was only ‘4889 households.’
3. As indicated in the footnotes of Table 4, QHD gives Shandong’s
population figures in its ‘Geography’ section, conforming to a millenniaold standard practice of China’s Official Histories for recording
population figures of genuine China territories (Reminder: QHD is
China’s Official History for the Qing dynasty). In contrast, the
population figure for ‘Tibet 39-Tribes’ is recorded in the ‘Military’
section due to their willingness to be hired as mercenary soldiers by the
Qing empire; however, the figure is NOT recorded in the ‘Geography’
section (reserved for genuine Chinese territories).
4. Populations change over the years; in Table 4 this is reflected by not
only the ‘Shandong Province’ figures but also by the insignificant ‘Mink
Tributary Tribe’ figures; i.e., those figures were updated. In contrast,
the ‘Tibet 39-Tribes’ population figures remain constant at ‘4889’ from
AD 1750 to AD 1920; i.e., the figures were not updated, further
reflecting the marginality of ‘Tibet 39-Tribes’ (this point will be revisited
in the next section).

5. Yet, the ‘Tibet 39-Tribes’ still qualified to be labelled as ‘Qing-Empire
people’ (albeit in the ‘Fringe’ category) by the GQCR. In contrast, the
Qing government excluded the people in TAR from either of the two
categories of ‘Qing-Empire people’.
6.

‘Jasaghs’ were (mostly) Mongolian hereditary rulers who kept all tax
revenues collected from and had complete judicial authority over their
subjects; i.e., the Qing-Empire’s control over them was very nominal.
Yet, the first paragraph of Exc-3 shows that these Jasaghs’ subjects are
also duly accounted for.
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Nevertheless, while it is easy to prove that something (e.g., a population
record) exists by simply ‘showing’ it, it is logically much more difficult to prove that
something does not exists; i.e., the reader can counter thus: ‘it does exist, you just
haven’t found it.’ However, using documents approved by the PRC, the following
section will prove conclusively that the Qing Empire was never able to obtain Tibet’s

official population figures.

A Conclusive Proof that the Qing Empire Could not Even Diplomatically
Request Basic Population Figures from the Tibet Government, Let Alone
Conduct Census in Tibet
Excerpts (Exc-4 to Exc-7) from Four Authoritative Chinese Classical Documents on
Tibet’s Population Figures
The four documents from which Exc-4 to Exc-7 are obtained are all well
recognized by PRC’s historians as major authoritative sources. A large literature
exists on the origins and status of these four works.
Excerpt 4
Source: Anonymous (~1750) Tibet Record 西藏志 (XiZangZhi), Tibet People’s Press
edition (1982), pg. 47.
「QianLong Year 2 (1737), compiled and submitted to the Colonial
Office for inclusion into the Unification Record. The Ü-Zang衛藏 and
other areas ruled by Dalai (Lama… and) Prefecture King郡王(JunWang)
PoLuoNai: total 121,438 households of ‘common people百姓’ (BaiXing),
… and 302,560 lamas.
The Panchen Lama rules over 13,671 lamas, … and 6752 households of
‘common people百姓’.
Note: It is now well recognized that neither the author nor the year of
compilation of Tibet Record can be reliably determined. The preface in the earliest
printed version of the book states that it is based on a handwritten manuscript that
surfaced around 1792 in Sichuan province. The figures in Exc-4 are summarized in
Row-1 of Table 5. The figures in the subsequent Exc-5 to Exc-7 are similarly
summarized in Rows 2-4 of Table 5.
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TABLE 5: Summary of the Tibet Population Figures Given in Excerpts 1 to 4
Row #

Document

Year of
# Under Dalai Lama
# Under Panchen Lama
Publication Lamas
Common
Lamas
Common
(persons)
People
(persons)
People
(households)
(households)
~1750
302,560
121,438
13,671
6752

1

Tibet Record

2

Record of Holy
Conquests

1845

302,500+

121,438

13,700+

6752

3

Qing History Draft
(QHD)

1928

302,500+

121,438

13,700+

6752

4

Biographies of Dalai
Lamas

1963, 1984

302,560

121,438 serfs 13,670

6752 serfs

Excerpt 5.
Source: WEI Yuan (1845) Record of Holy Conquests圣武记 (Sheng Wu Ji), Scroll 5
‘Tibet, Appended Record’, China Press edition (1984), pg. 226.
「Governed by the Dalai Lama are … 302,500-plus lamas and 121,438

households of common people. Governed by the Panchen are …
313,700-plus lamas and 6752 households of common people. According
to registry compiled by the Colonial Office in Qian Long Year 2 (1737).」
Note: Regarding Exc-5’s last sentence, no such registry can be found today;
also, there is no governmental record suggesting that this registry was ever compiled.
Excerpt 6
Source: ZHAO ErXun (~1928), QHD, Scroll 525 ‘Colonial Regions Part 8 藩部·
八’ (FanBu), China Press edition (1977), pg. 14570.

「Tibet. Counted the following:
Governed by Dalai (Lama) are … 302,500-plus lamas and 121,438
households of common people;
Governed by Panchen (Lama) are … 313,700-plus lamas and 6752
households of common people. 」
Note: This is the only place where Tibet’s population is mentioned in the
entire book of QHD. Neither the source nor the year of census is given.
Excerpt 7 (Note: this is the only supposedly pre-1949 evidence produced by the PRC
on the prevalence of serfs in Tibet’s ‘old society’).
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Source: YA HanZhang (1984) Biographies of the Dalai Lamas 达赖喇嘛传 (Da Lai La
Ma Zhuan), People’s Press, pg. 31. Note: this book has a 1963 ‘restricted availability’
edition.
「According to what is reported in the Record of Holy Conquests about
the figures submitted in YongZheng Year-11 (1733) by the Fifth Dalai
Lama to Colonial Office, in the entire Tibet at that time,…302,560
lamas belonged to Dalai’s side,… 13,670 lamas belonged to Panchen’s
side.
The total number of serfs belonging to the monasteries were 128,190
households, among them those serfs that belonged to Panchen’s
side were 6,752 households
Assuming 5 persons per household, then the number of serfs that
belonged to the monasteries were about six hundred and forty
thousand plus.」
Note: according the Exc-7, the number of serfs ‘on Dalai’s side’ =（128,190 –
6,752）= 121,438, which is the number summarized in Row-4 of Table 5.

Explanatory Notes on Excerpts 4 to 7
1. The figures in Table 5 are presented in chronological order of the approximate
publication dates of the source documents (i.e., 1750, 1845, 1920 and 1963). It
is obvious that the population figures given in these 4 excerpts are essentially
the same.
2. It is stated explicitly in Exc-4 that the figures are ‘compiled and submitted to
Colonial Office for inclusion into the Unification Record;’ however, neither the
Great Qing Unification Record (GQUR) nor any other Qing government
documents report these figures (nor any other Tibet population figures) – this
can be verified by doing a computer search with such databases as Basic
Classics and Duxiu. Reminder: QHD is not a Qing but a ROC-era document.
3. Exc-4’s beginning words ‘…compiled and submitted to the Colonial Office…’
indicate that its author was purposely nebulous. Who “compiled and
submitted” the figures? If the figures were submitted by the Tibetan
government, then this constitutes a strong indication of Tibet’s submission to
China, and it is improbable that this would not have been explicitly stated.
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China’s governmental documents contain numerous explicitly-worded claims
on China’s power to incorporate population records and rolls of various
polities, including Vietnam, Nepal and the Philippines. For example, Scroll 423
of the GQUR-JiaQing records the following:
“SuLu. … QianLong Year 19, this country pled to have her

population rolls incorporated into China’s rolls” (note: the Sulu
Sultanate ruled, among others, the Sulu Archipelago in today’s
Philippines).
One would assume that the SuLu visitors were not serious about
whatever they may have expressed; the Qing government understood
this and never actually incorporated SuLu’s rolls, yet the event was duly
recorded in governmental documents.
4. Exc-5’s last sentence is “According to a registry compiled by the Colonial
Office in QianLong Year 2 (1737);” this means that the Colonial Office
compiled the figures, which contradicts Exc-4’s indication that some
other entity compiled and then submitted the figures to the Colonial
Office. Also, the Colonial Office could not possibly had the ability to
compile such records in 1737, the reasons are:
(i) various Qing governmental documents record explicitly that,
regarding population figures, the Colonial Office was in charge of
only the Mongolian figures;
(ii) the Colonial Office never had any Tibetan staff members;
(iii) if the Colonial Office was capable of compiling Tibetan population
figures in 1737, they would have updated these figures
subsequently; hence WEI Yuan would not have used the 1737
figures when writing about Tibet in 1845.
5. QHD’s chief editor ZHAO Er Xun not only was one of most important
officials at the end of the Qing dynasty, he was also one of the most
knowledgeable officials in Tibetan matters. In the QHD team, the
person in charge of Tibet-related material was WU Yan Shao 吴燕绍-- a
leading Tibet-affairs scholar. When they were appointed by the
Republic of China government in the 1910s/ 1920s to compile the QHD,

they were familiar with and had access to the best Chinese records on
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Tibet. Nevertheless, as shown in Exc-6, they ended up using the same
set of figures as Exc-4 and Exc-5.
6. The QHD adhered to the millennia-old tradition of China’s Official
Histories by presenting the most recent Qing-dynasty population
figures of genuine China territories in the ‘Geography’ section. We saw

earlier that QHD deviated from this tradition by reporting outdated
population figures in the ‘Military’ section for the border people ‘Tibet39-Tribes’, reflecting their fringe relationship with the Qing Empire as
mercenaries. In contrast, QHD placed the Tibet population figures in
the section explicitly labelled ‘Colonies藩（Fan）.’

Note: in Qing

governmental documents the same word ‘藩’ is used consistently to
label the China-Tibet relationship as well as the relationships between
the western colonial powers and their colonies; e.g., India and
Singapore were Britain’s 藩, Algeria and Tunisia were France’s藩).
7. One of PRC’s most vocal justifications for ‘unifying’ Tibet is to liberate
Tibet’s serfs, which (according to the PRC) constituted 95% of Tibet’s
pre-liberation population. Exc-7 provides the only pre-1949
documentation the PRC has been able to cite for proving the
prevalence of serfdom. This is achieved by changing the term ‘common
people’ in Exc-5 to ‘serf,’ then applying an arbitrarily-set multiplier of
‘5’. Incidentally, even with this alteration, it can be shown
mathematically that the resultant serf percentage in Tibet is at most
67%, considerably less than the ‘95%’ claimed. It must be emphasized

that YA is one of the most prestigious Tibet-affairs scholars in PRC, his
Biographies of the Dalai Lamas has been translated into Tibetan,
Mongolian, English & German and is widely cited internationally; his
‘serfdom proof’ shown in Exc-7 is widely cited not only in PRC
propaganda pieces but also in international scholastic works.
8. There is another error in Exc-7. It cites Exc-5 as its source, but whereas
Exc-5 states that the figures were “compiled and submitted (by
unspecified entities) to Colonial Office,” Exc-7 claims that the figures
were submitted by the Fifth Dalai Lama to Colonial Office (thus
implying the Dalai Lama’s submission to China). The year of submission
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is also changed from Exc-5’s ‘1737’ to Exc-7’s ‘1733,’ which is obviously a
careless fabrication because the Fifth Dalai Lama died in 1682.

Analyses of Excerpts 4 to 7
1. The same population figures apparently first stated fuzzily in a mid1700’s book (Tibet Record) with uncertain authorship and publication
date were presented repeatedly by various authoritative books (with
mutually contradicting statements on their sources) as the only
‘authoritative’ population figures over a span of more than 200 years.
Even in 1963 when the PRC wanted to forge figures for her claim on
Tibetan serfdom, the best data they could find to work with is this same
set of figures.
2. QHD’s authors ZHAO ErXun and WU YanShao both strongly advocated
for the annexation of Tibet, and obviously wanted very much to present
Tibet as part of China in the official Qing history; however, apparently

they were also conscious of their moral duty as scholars-historians
compiling a national history record, and hence hesitated to lie outright.
Therefore, recognizing that the best Tibet population data they could
find is quite baseless, they compromised by inserting the figures in the
‘Colonies’ section without stating the source and year for the figures,
but also not explicitly alerting their readers that the figures had no
credible source and year. Alternatively, ZHAO and WU could have
adopted the standard treatment for population figures of genuine
China territories -- i.e., insert those figures in the ‘Geography’ section
and also declare that the figures were from certain recently-prepared
internal governmental documents. Since most people at that time had
very limited access to documents and information, nobody could have
questioned their authority, and today this QHD record would become a
powerful piece of supporting evidence for the POCSA claim.
3. In contrast, by 1963 YA Han Zhang followed the new norms regarding
the falsification of historical records.
4. The above material proves that China strived to appear that they had at
least some knowledge of Tibet’s population figures, but evidently she
could not even obtain them via a diplomatic request from the Tibet
rulers.
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Evidence Indicating that the Qing Empire Never had Taxing Capability in
Tibet and that the ’29 Articles’ is a Meaningless Document
The Qing-Empire’s governmental publications contain detailed records of the
amounts of each of the many kinds of taxes collected from each territory of China
over the entire span of the Qing dynasty. There is no record indicating that the Qing
government had ever either attempted or managed to collect any tax from Tibet.
One approach for proving this assertion would be to present illustrations of the extant
detailed tax records in governmental documents, however, this would be a repetition
of the methodology already illustrated in the preceding sections for proving that the
Qing Empire did not have Tibet’s population records. Therefore, at this stage we will
present another type of evidence to prove our assertion regarding Qing’s taxing
capability. This evidence will also prove the hollowness of the so-called ‘29 Articles.’
As explained below, the promulgation of the ‘29 Articles’ is a major argument used by
the PRC to support the POCSA claim.

Background Information
In 1791, Nepal invaded Tibet and occupied a few towns along the Nepal-Tibet
border. The Qing Empire sent troops led by General FU Kang An to Tibet. By 1792 the
Nepalese invaders were expelled. QHD states (on pg. 14545) that only after this event
did ‘China began to gain full sovereignty over Tibet’ (somewhat contradicting PRC’s
POCSA claim). The Qing Veritable Records shows that, scattered over a fairly large
number of exchanges of submissions and imperial edicts, Emperor QianLong opined
over a series of ‘Post-War Arrangements’ proposed by General FU KangAn around
1792/1793; these Arrangements prescribed China’s future actions in Tibet over a wide
range of governmental functions such as finance, military, appointment of officials
and reincarnated religious leaders, etc. There is no credible documentary proof that
the Tibet government accepted these Arrangements. The PRC argues that these
unilaterally-prescribed Arrangements prove that the Qing Empire had comprehensive
governing powers in Tibet. This paper will study only one function (finance) as an
example of these Arrangements. Exc-8 presents the supposedly original (~1793)
prescription (i.e., ‘Article 8’ of the ’29 Articles’). In 1844, the Amban (i.e., the QingEmpire’s envoy to Tibet) Qi Shan suggested to the Qing emperor that the
implementation of Article 8 be discontinued, and the emperor ordered the Colonial
Office to study the Amban’s suggestion. Exc-9 is the Colonial-Office’s response to the
emperor.
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Excerpt 8
Source: LIAO ZG et al. (2004), pg.76.
「Article 8. On the incomes/expenses of the Dalai Lama and the
Panchen Lama. The applicable Imperial edict is:

‘Currently all incomes/expenses of the Dalai and Panchen Lamas are
managed by their aides, hence there will be embezzlements and
malpractices. In future the Amban should audit these transactions, and
impose punishments if improprieties are discovered.’
In accordance with the above edict, it is ordered that a listing of
incomes/ expenses be prepared and submitted semi-annually to the
Amban’s Office for auditing.」
Notes on Exc-8
The PRC claims that the Arrangements are formalized in an integrated document
called ‘29 Articles of the Imperially Decreed Rehabilitation Arrangements,’ however:
1.

the PRC has not been able to show that this document is ever recorded
or even mentioned/ cited in any one of the many standard authoritative
Chinese governmental references (e.g., Qing Veritable Records, QHD ,
GQCR);

2. a computer search through the standard databases (e.g., Basic Classics,
The Four Libraries四库全书

Si Ku Quan Shu) reveals no pre-1949

citation/mention of this document (‘29 Articles’) in any of the tens of
thousands of reference books in these databases;
3. PRC’s literature presents several different (and not entirely consistent)
versions of the complete text of this document.
Exc-8 presents the version recognized as the most ‘genuine’ by the PRC, and
our following discussion will assume - for the sake of argument - that this version is
authentic. Article 8 is the only place in the ’29 Articles’ where China’s authority in
Tibet’s finance/fiscal-related matters is allegedly prescribed.

Analyses of Exc-8
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Even if one accepts entirely the PRC’s version of the Arrangements and the
’29 Articles’, Exc-8 shows that Article 8 makes no mention of taxation authority. It
relates only to the incomes/ expenses of the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama, and
even in this aspect, it prescribes power only in auditing the accounts, but nothing on
managing/controlling the funds. Moreover, this auditing is prescribed under the

pretext of protecting the Lamas’ interest by preventing embezzlements and
malpractices by their aides. It had nothing to do with the concepts of ‘sovereignty’ or
‘POC.’

Excerpt 9
Source: ZHANG QQ (1982), Essential Excerpts on Qing Dynasty Tibetan Affairs 清代

藏事辑要 (Qing Dai Zang Shi JiYao), pp. 433-434.
Note:
1. The Essential Excerpts … is a well-recognized primary-source reference
published by the PRC. It is a convenient alternative to the massive pre1949-published Dong Hua Records, which covers all Qing-dynasty
imperial-court proceedings.
2. The Colonial-Office’s response to the emperor given below begins by
reiterating the Amban’s suggestion, and then presents the Colonial
Office’s opinion.
「Month 12, 1844. … Following an Imperial order, the Colonial Office
studied the matter and submits the following response:
“The Amban Qi Shan suggested the following:

‘Your slave (i.e., the Amban referring to himself) notes that the
incomes/ expenses of the ‘Tibet Finance Office’ (hereafter ‘TFO’) follow
entirely ‘barbarians’ (i.e., ‘Tibetans’) practice, they were never QingEmpire funds. … To simplify matters, in future they should not be asked
to report these transactions. Also, the Colonial Office’s Rules理藩院

《例》 requires the Amban to audit all transactions … (Note: the text
omitted here will be presented below as Exc-10). …However, their
financial records are all in the barbarians’ language, we never can read
them; we just accept the records as they are; our involvement exists
only in name but has no substance. … Initially (i.e., 1793) General FU
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KangAn may have intended us to emulate the practice in the Moslem
territories (Note: today’s Xinjiang), but even there the Qing-Empire
representative is not expected to be the bookkeeper of the Moslems.
Moreover, if we take charge of incomes/ expenses, it would be pleasant
if there are surpluses; but if shortfalls arise, how should it be handled?

Your slave’s foolish opinion is: if the funds of the Qing Empire are
involved, then every cent should be watched closely, … but the Amban
should recuse himself over TFO’s funds.’…
We (the Colonial Office) were ordered to consider the above-stated Amban’s
proposal, and opine as follows:
The Tibet General Rules西藏通制 (Xi Zang TongZhi) under the
Colonial Office’s Rules are compiled by simply recording the contents
of the relevant Imperial edicts and the Ambans’ submissions, the
purpose is merely to preserve these contents in an organized

format; it is definitely not comparable to legal codes. … As for the
TFO’s records delivered to our Colonial Office, since the Amban
simply transmits to us whatever he obtained from the TFO, we
correspondingly simply re-transmit them to the Finance Ministry户
部. There is no way to determine the correctness of these records.
It is truly as the Amban says: the process has no substance, it
merely generates meaningless paperwork.”
The Emperor’s response was: ‘Noted’.」
Analyses of Exc-9
1. The last sentence indicates that the Emperor was neither disturbed nor
surprised by the reported situation.
2. Besides indicating that the Qing Empire never had any real power in Tibet’s
fiscal/ financial/ accounting matters, Exc-9 shows that Tibet’s government
transactions were conducted/ recorded in the Tibetan language, but among
the Qing officials, even those who specialized in Tibetan affairs (the Amban
and the staff in the Colonial Office) could not read Tibetan; therefore,
inherently they could not possibly had any capability of real involvement in
Tibetan affairs.
Excerpt 10 (Part of the text omitted in Excerpt 9). Source: Same as Exc-9.
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「…according to the Colonial Office’s Rules:
‘The Amban should audit all public incomes/expenses in Tibet, including
the alms from Tashi Lhunpo (of the Panchen Lama). Resources used
privately by the Dalai and Panchen Lamas and other regularlyconsumed necessities need not be audited.’
However, the ‘Rules’ do not specify what items qualify as ‘used
privately’ or ‘other regularly-consumed necessities,’ and there is no
instruction for categorizing the items. Moreover, items such as barley,
tsampa (roasted flour), cheeses, butter, lamb carcasses, fruits and salt
are extremely tedious to account for. Also, there are different buy/sell
regular/discount prices, and different exchange rates for various
barbarians’ currencies. … The Amban is supposed to manage all these
accounts on their behalf…」
Analyses of Excerpts-9 to 10
1. In Exc-9, we removed the text of Exc-10 in order to highlight the more
important points shown in Exc-9; this removed text is now presented as
Exc-10 to provide a more in-depth picture of the actual ‘power’ of the
Qing Empire in Tibet. The content of Exc-8 to Exc-10 should be
considered in conjunction with the population figures shown in the
preceding sections.
2. The preceding sections showed that the Qing Empire wanted very much
to appear as if she had some power in Tibet; unfortunately, the Tibet
government apparently felt that population figures were too sensitive,
therefore the Qing Empire was unable to get the Tibet government to
cooperate by releasing Tibet’s population figures. Apparently, grasping
the time window during which General FU Kang An’s troops were still in
Tibet, the Qing Empire found a face-saving way -- ask for the power to
audit the Lama’s accounts on ‘barley, tsampa…’ etc. The Tibetans
presumably felt that they had nothing to lose by sharing these accounts
(prepared in the Tibetan language, which the Tibetans knew the Qing
officials could not read). Emperor Qian Long in 1793 could not have
foreseen that some 50 years later an Amban would write a submission

exposing the deceptiveness and hollowness of the entire arrangement.
Nevertheless, the wisdom of creating this façade of power is long lasting
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-- even today the PRC claims that the ‘29 Articles’ empowered the Qing
Empire to control Tibet’s fiscal/financial matters. This deception can be
perpetuated because very few people bother to check the primarysource documents.
3. Exc-9/10 once again illustrate that even the hollow power of collecting

the Lamas’ barley and tsampa accounts is clearly recorded in Qing’s
primary-source records. If the Qing Empire had exercised/requested any
real fiscal power, these must also have been clearly recorded, and the
PRC would have produced them to support her POCSA claim. However,
the PRC has never been able to produce any stronger pre-1949 primarysourced evidence proving that the Qing Empire had any real fiscal (or
even bookkeeping) power in Tibet.
4. Exc-10 also indicates that the Tibetans used their own currencies and not
Qing-Empire’s currencies.

Excerpt 11
Source: SONG Sen et al. (ed.) (1891), Scroll 61 of the Imperially Approved Colonial
Office’s Rules, pp. 445-446 (Note: SONG Sen was then the Minister of the
Colonial Office).
「‘Tibet General Rules’ Part 1.
…Auditing the TFO’s Public Expenses. … The Amban, in conjunction
with the JiLong Hotogtu (senior Tibetan monk) shall diligently audit all
the TFO’s Public Expenses.
…Auditing the TFO’s incomes/expenses. … The Amban shall audit all
incomes/ expenses.」
Analyses of Excerpt-11
1. It was already shown in Exc-9 that in 1844 the Colonial Office and the
Emperor have agreed with Amban QiShan that the ‘auditing’
arrangement would be discontinued. This decision is explicitly
confirmed in the QHD (pg. 14550). However, Exc-11 shows that this
‘auditing’ arrangement was still written into the 1891 edition of the
Imperially Approved Colonial Office’s Rules edited by the then Minister of
the Colonial Office. This confirms the statements in Exc-9, i.e., the
‘Tibet General Rules’ is merely a self-aggrandizing hollow compilation of
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material unilaterally stated in old submissions and edicts, it is not meant
to imply any actual/successful execution/imposition. Therefore, the PRC
has to invent a new formal legal document called the ‘29 Articles.’
2. Exc-11 illustrates again the availability of China’s detailed official records.
In contrast, the ‘29 Articles’ is not mentioned/recorded in any pre-1949

documents.
3. Exc-11 reaffirms an important principle in reading Qing-Empire records:
a unilateral declaration of a power does not constitute a proof that the
Qing Empire had actual acquired that power.
4. There are roughly 3 levels of fiscal functions: (a) management/governing:
directing the usage of funds; (b) bookkeeping/treasury: record-keeping
and stewardship of funds; and (c) auditing. In modern corporations,
external firms are hired to do ‘auditing.’ Exc-9 to Exc-11 reveal that: (i)
the original Arrangements asked for nothing higher than performing the
auditing function free of charge; but (ii) subsequent discussions among
the Qing officials reveal that they were not sure whether the Amban was
supposed to be the book-keeper/ treasurer or the auditor (further
indicating that there was no actual implementation). There exists no
governmental Chinese record of Qing’s request (let alone ‘acquisition’)
of management power over Tibet’s funds.

Summary and Conclusion
Drawing from China’s vast pre-1949 primary-source historical records, this
paper presented a very small sample of Ming- and Qing-dynasty evidence that refutes
PRC’s claim that ‘Tibet has been part of China since antiquity.’ Of course, a
comprehensive evaluation of the POCSA claim requires the examination of similar
records from the Yuan-dynasty to the ROC-era with respect to each of the POC
criteria listed at the beginning of this paper. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
From the opposite perspective, one notes that the PRC has not produced credible
evidence regarding those POC criteria; her argument is that those criteria do not
apply to the special China-Tibet situation, and that China’s sovereignty is proven by
the honorific titles that China bestowed upon Tibetan rulers and the reciprocating
gifts Tibet sent to China (unilaterally labelled as ‘tributes’ by China). This is analogous
to Mr. A’s claim that Asians in Canada have the special permission to prove citizenship
using their photographs with the Canadian prime minister.
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Incidentally, since this paper has shown that the TAR was never part of the
Qing Empire, the issue of whether the Qing Empire was indeed a ‘Chinese’ empire
becomes irrelevant for our purpose.
****
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